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It's an honor to be a captain. Everyone respects and admires you. But when you're as poor as a church mouse and have no proper
men, it's time to tighten your belt and take on the duties of the whole crew.

The ship is in danger. The enemy flagship is on your tail. Don't panic! You can always escape even before the battle started. But
the captain's honor dictates to engage! If you lose, your ship will sink. But if you win, you can pick up the wreckage of an

enemy ship and gold, and use them to improve your vessel.
You have everything you need to keep the ship afloat and fight a decent battle.

Check out the captain's bridge, the armory and other sections of the ship to know how to act when an enemy attacks. The ship
also has a sick bay where the injured crew members can get medical help.

During the sea voyage you'll have to complete various missions, to cope with weather hazards, emergencies, and, of course, to
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fight.

Features:

Running a crew. Roles: helmsman, boatswain, cannoneer, etc.

Random events: unexpected encounters with warships and terrible krakens in the depths of the sea.

Ship's damages: fire, hull breaches.

Ship control: closng of the flooded compartments, cannons control.

Will you be able to succeed in defeating the Pirate Leader and prove that being a captain is your calling?
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Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Wonderbox Games
Publisher:
Wonderbox Games
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Сannon Fire: Bloody Sea will be available soon!:
In our game you should protect your ship from pirates. Manage your team and win battles! Random events can be a great
problem for you, but we are sure that you deal with it.
Please subscribe and add the game to your wishlist!
WonderBox Games Team.
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